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USCG Subchapter M Equipment Upgrade or Replacement Flow Chart 

Owner or Managing Operator 
(OMO) decides to change out 

equipment as regular maintence 
or following a casualty per 

46 CFR 143.205(d)

The equipment being 
changed out is covered 

under 46 CFR 143 Subpart C

OMO affects repairs/
replacement and reports on 
next COI renewal form CG-

3752 (& documents IAW TSMS 
if applicable).

No

The new installation is a 
"replacement in kind" (i.e., 
the exact same as the old 
equipment such as same 

specifications, dimensions, 
weight...etc.)

Yes

Yes

New installation is "similar"* 
to the old equipment

No

OMO contacts cognizant OCMI 
for determination if new 

equipment is a "Replacement in 
Kind"

Yes No

OCMI determines equipment 
change-out is a Replacement 
in Kind IAW 46 CFR 136.110 

& 46 CFR 143.205(d)

The new install must meet 46 
CFR part 143, subpart C. OMO 

submits plans for design 
verification to authorized entity 
IAW Table 46 CFR § 144.140 & 

MTN 1-17, CH-1 

Prior to commencing work, 
verified plans provided to 
cognizant OCMI (& TPO if 
applicable) for review** & 

uploaded to vessel MISLE file (46 
CFR § 144.145)

Work completed IAW 
verified plans

Vessel resumes operations

 OCMI verifies that the work was 
completed IAW the design plan 

after completion
46 CFR 136.130(b)
46 CFR 137.200(d)

TPO verifies instillation IAW 
OMO TSMS procedures
46 CFR 138.220 (c) & (d)

CG Option

TSMS Option

No

**Review: The OCMI should only provide a cursory review of the package
to ensure completeness and that all the installations that require design
verification have been properly verified. This is not plan review; however,
if the OCMI finds significant errors, they should expand their review as
necessary.

*Similar: The OCMI should use their judgment to determine if the
equipment being installed is similar to the old equiment. Similar equipment 
implies that while the exact item is not being installed, the new instillation
has the same fundemental characteristics and capabilities and does not
require changing or altering supporting equipment and systems.
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